Savage CFS C-Frame Straightening Presses are used to straighten round shafts, round bars, tubes and screws. Shafts can be straightened from their centers or from their O.D. All presses have 60” wide beds for full tonnage with extension tables available to support and indicate longer work pieces. Available in the following tonnages: 12, 18, 29, 40, 60, 75, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300

Model 40 CFS with 10 ft. Extension Tables

Model 100 CFS

Model 20 CFS

Straightening Accessories

- Electronic stroke control stops ram within ± .001” of setpoint.
- User friendly, one-day training develops a skilled operator.
- Lever operated pressure control permits operator to “feel” the work.
- Self contained hydraulics
- Rugged, computer-designed frame for low stress levels.

- Bed extension tables (available any length) for indicating long workpieces.
- Quick change dovetail ram punch adapter.
- Brass inserts prevent scratching of polished workpieces hardened.
- Straightening fixtures available in several sizes include adjustable carriages with centering rollers, O.D. rollers, traveling and fixed anvils, and indicators.
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